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Offer Corporate sales, firm sales, sales
Chocolate Shop and gastronomy
For private reasons I want to give up my "baby" and I'm looking for someone to take over a
young and successfully established business. 

The shop is located in an very fine, small shoppingstreet in s most exclusive
neighbourhood (Pöseldorf) close to the Aussenalster. The Alster lies within 2 minutes
walking distance. A lot of pedestrians amble along the shop on their way to or from the
Alster and the street / district is also mentioned in various cityguides for tourists.

The extraordinary businessconcept has also found its way into print media: local and
national press have written about the shop.

The shop has the largest selection of fine chocolates in . The product range maintains a
selection of high quality pralinees and truffles, premium chocolates from large and small
manufacturers. Some of these products cannot be found anywhere else in . Besides the
chocolate the product range also maintains high quality chocolate cosmetics from Paris
and exclusive chocolate jewellery. Some of the products are being sold under company
label, but we do not produce either than the own hot chocolate. 
In the shop we also serve the best hot chocolate in town and coffee (latte macchiato,
cappucino, espresso, etc). The patio in front of the store has become a popular place to sit
and enjoy hot chocolate and coffee outside.
A large number of steady customers and an expandable number of businessclients exists.
The contact to the different manufacturers and suppliers is very good and amicably.

An webpresence exists and an internet shop can be connected anytime. The trademark
rights are protected. The businessconcept is extendable to a chain store or franchise
concept.

Corporate sales
Region 20, Germany
Entry in own name

More informations and contact
www.biz-trade.eu/ma-14230.htm
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